PLASTIC IS A
PROBLEM

Every year 300 million tons of plastic are produced. Most of
the plastic waste reaches the oceans from land via rivers, more
than 10 million tons a year. They cost the lives of thousands and
thousands of marine animals. Seabirds confuse plastic with natural food, dolphins get caught in old fishing nets. Plastic waste
is not only harmful to animals, it also damages our health.

OUR ANSWER
THE BIO CASE

Woodcessories is going BIO!
Our plant-based Bio Case is our first bio-degradable iPhone Case.
This vegan beauty is made of an innovative sustainable mix based on a wheat compound and non-toxic bio-plastic that is easily
recyclable & protects the environment as well as preserving resources! Bio-Plastic is not only very flexible, durable and 100%
eco-friendly but also an alternative for common plastic.

UPYCLING
TURNING OLD
INTO NEW

This case isn‘t just Bio but also an Upcycle Case! We
use old cases and agricultural waste that would have
otherwise ended up on a landfill, and produce a brand
new unique case with it. The best part: simply send your
used Bio Case back to use and we‘ll recycle it for you!

THE MARKET DOES
GREEN WASHING
BUT OUR CASES DON´T

Not all green brands are really green and keep their promises. But
we promise you honest & certified materials that pass important
eco-standards. Together with you we want to fight back against
plastic. With every sold case you help us reduce plastic consumption,
CO2 emissions, preserve limited resources & even save the forests.
For each product sold we plant a new tree to make a difference!

ZERO BULLSHIT
AND 100% NON-TOXIC

This Zero Bullshit Case keeps its promises: we are
100% free from toxicants like BPA or lead and also
commit ourselves to the strict REACH and RoHS
standards. We can assure that you get the real deal.

THE ECO-FRIENDLY
„SILICON“ SOLUTION

Sustainable meets practical functions. The stylish Bio Case is as light
as a feather, only 1mm thin and comes with a perfect iPhone fit!
The proven shock-proof construction cushions falls from a height of
1.4m. Each organic phone case has a smooth, non-slip surface that
slides easily in & out of your pocket - but not out of your hand.

certified

BIO PLASTIC

Over 2 years of research & development made it possible
to use our plantbased material as an green alternative for
common plastic. It is flexible & durable but still 100%
environment-friendly!

OUR GOAL
100% BIO UNTIL 2021

At this point in time our cases are made of 40-60% wheat
mix to ensure a longer lifespan of at least 3 years. In order
that you can enjoy our BioCase for a longer time, we need
to include recycled plastic. Our goal: to develop a 100%
Bio Case until 2021!

FRESH COLOURS
& SOFT FIBRE

We have made it our mission to select the most trendy
colors for our Bio Cases & release new colors each
season! The soft, inside fibre protects your phone from
scratches and is also 100% vegan & pollutant free.

ECO-FRIENDLY
PACKAGING

All of our packaging materials are 100%
recyclable & made from waste kraftpaper. It helps
to fight the rise against plastic consumption &
supports a plastic free world. Still they represent
our vision of a minimalistic premium design. Dont
worry: The hook is made from recycled plastic!

MAKING A CHANGE

We want to make our contribution to the environment
because we care about the planet. Each sold case helps to
reduce plastic consumption and CO2 emissions, preserves
limited resources, protects the environment and saves the
forests. Let´s make a change together!

THIS PRODUCT
PLANTS TREES

We are proud to announce our partnership with Trees for
the Future. It allows us to donate a tree in Africa for every sold Bio Case. Together with our customers we already
planed over 100.000 trees! Stop talking. Start planting!

OUR BIO COLLECTION

We are presenting four trendy Bio Cases: khaki
green, old rose, midnight black, natural white.
There is something for everybody!

SAVE YOUR IPHONE & OUR PLANET

Our Bio Case is available for iPhone
6/ 7/ 8, X/ XS, 11/ 11 Pro/ 11 Pro Max.
Buy your first sustainable Case at a
price of 29,90€!

